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Experience
My new life in Iceland has been wonderful. It morphed into a happy blur marked with
milestone events such as trips and celebrations with friends. The friends I made over
the months mostly consisted of other exchange students and have formed somewhat of
a vast network across Europe and North America. Many of which have already made
plans to visit each other in the near future.

I made a few Icelandic friends mostly through laboratory work and classes, but the
majority of my time was spent with other exchange students. Icelanders can appear
reserved at first, but will soon warm up after a short conservation. Often it just requires
some initiation. Icelanders also speak excellent English, which made the exchange
experience and academic life much easier. If you are willing to learn the language
(something that Icelanders recommend dedicating several years to) there are some
Icelandic language courses at University and some interactive conservation lessons
around town. However, if you are in Iceland for a semester I would recommend learning
a few useful phrases and sticking with them. There are some similarities between the
laid back and down to earth attitudes of Icelanders and New Zealanders.

The culture in Reykjavik is truly something to behold. It seems everyone in Iceland is a
published author, a musician or an artist, or some combination thereof. The city really
fosters creativity and there is no shortage of inspiration. Every night there are free
events perfect for students from Monday night comedy at Gaukarinn to Wednesday
night jazz at KexHostel. The Reykjavik grapevine has a really good events guide. If you
are around in the summer and early autumn (which I sadly was not) you will be just in
time for some fantastic music festivals including the big one; Iceland Airwaves. The
nightlife is definitely a step up from New Zealand. Expect some quirky underground
venues and music. The popular ones for students is Hurra and Hresso (due to student
deals if you show your ESN card). Paloma, Austur, Bar11 and Kiki are great later in the
night. Like other Europeans, nightlife has a different schedule to the typical New
Zealand night out. Most people do not hit downtown until 1 am and stay until 6am. In the
lighter months it can feel a little strange.

Embrace the hotpot culture (and its associated and COMPULSORY nudity, in the
showers, not the pools)! Public pools offer concession cards which I would recommend,
they are a traditional hang out spot for all. Natural pools are dotted almost everywhere
in Iceland if you know where to look. Be prepared for some chilly moments getting in
and out of the water. Don’t forget to have a hotdog afterwards!

Iceland is incredibly safe in terms of crime. I was very happy to walk home
unaccompanied at night and never heard of any theft. People literally leave their babies
in prams out in the street while they go into shops. It’s a peaceful place.
Erasmus is a European exchange network which provides events for exchange
students throughout the semester such as ski trips and parties. These are particularly
good for making friends and travel buddies. At the beginning of the exchange erasmus
will organise a meet and greet for all exchange students where you will be officially
welcomed to the University. Here you can buy an ESN card which offers you heaps of
discounts everywhere and gives you access to the trips. There is the option of also
purchasing a NOVA sim card in a deal with the ESN card. I would recommend buying
this because NOVA offers free calling and texts to other NOVA sim card holders. When
most your friends also are exchange students, there is almost no need to buy credit
your entire exchange (extensive free wifi in most places).

Light and Climate
The darkness is not as bad as it would seem. When I arrived on New Year’s day there
was just 4 hours of daylight! The excitement of building a whole new life in a new
country powered me through the first few months of darkness.
The wind in Iceland is relentless. The ambient temperatures are actually fairly mild for
northern Europe, but the wind chill will get to you. A good long (covers the thighs) water
and windproof coat is essential. Sure you can tough it out wearing much less but why
be uncomfortable? A famous and very overused quote in Iceland is “Don’t like the
weather?... Wait five minutes and it’ll change.” Iceland’s extreme climate puts New
Zealand’s, where we famously “experience all four seasons in one day,” to shame.
Always carry gloves and a beanie. In the winter the pavement is covered in snow and
under that is a deadly slippery layer of ice. Expect some minor falls and wear shoes with
decent tread all winter.

The summer according to the old
Icelandic calendar begins early in April.
Don’t fall for it! The hottest temperature I
experienced was about 10 degrees
(when it actually felt 10 degrees). When
there is calm clear day you will find the
entire country drops whatever they are
doing and basks in the ‘sun.’ The attitude
of everyone shows a palpable change
heading into Spring. After Easter people
are noticeably smiling more and are
evidently more happy. It’s a good feeling.
Accommodation
Despite the initial scare of googling rental
properties in downtown Reykjavik, there
are some affordable student housing
opportunities available! The best way to
find flatmates is using the exchange
facebook page which you should be
added to when you are enrolled.

Official student accommodation (associated with the university) works on a waiting list
basis. Each month you will need to re-instate your interest in the student
accommodation. It is particularly popular, so you may not receive a room until you
actually arrive in Iceland – which would be slightly nerve-racking! I never met any other
exchange student who lived in this accommodation type, so I cannot speculate on the
quality, but from what I can gather it is fairly affordable.
During the semester I lived at Baldursbra Guesthouse. The place is run by a French
couple and it operates as a normal tourist guesthouse, although they rent a few rooms
out to students during the off-peak season (winter) in a semi-detached building. This
place had an excellent location (midway between the university and downtown, as well
as being close to a supermarket), a hot tub in the yard, as well as included laundry, wifi,
water, electricity and BREAKFAST. The price was exceptionally affordable (one of the
cheapest prices compared to all my friends) too. I paid just 50,000 ISK per month. The
room was very small and offered little storage space (everything had to fit in boxes
under the bed), but if you packed light it was perfect. My flatmate and I also shared a
fairly large bathroom and lounge. It all sounds too good to be true right? Now, here’s the
catch; the guesthouse owners are very difficult to deal with over a long period of time.
The atmosphere turned very inhospitable after about one month of living there, despite
our continued polite attitude. The problem was they also lived in the guest house, so
whenever we used to kitchen or laundry we were confronted. However, if you think you
can put up with some very uncomfortable situations, public areas that smell like dog
(and man), I would recommend this accommodation to you (contact email address
found on Baldursbra guesthouse), everything else about it is perfect for an exchange
student!
The problems I had with our guesthouse owners was a fairly common trend in other
guesthouses according to my exchange friends. Often guests are not allowed, there are
few common areas and Icelandic owners are known to be pretty greedy (trying to
squeeze more money from students and making it difficult to return deposit money etc.).
There are some opportunities to flat in housing separate from the owners and this is
something I would probably recommend.
On a more positive note: The Salvation Army was a popular hang out for our exchange
friend group. Many exchange students lived here during the semester and there is a
healthy, friendly atmosphere. The rent is cheap and it is in a great location, but expect
halls-of –residence-type rooms (with paper walls etc.) and very communal living. If you
like to be social this place would really suit you.
All in all, housing in Iceland is very warm thanks to the geothermal energy! It makes a
very pleasant contrast from the normal flat temperatures back home in Dunedin. If you

need any furniture, lamps etc. the Good Shepherd is an excellent place to pick up some
second hand bargains.
Money Matters, Eating and Drinking
Iceland is expensive. There is no getting around this fact. But here are some things I, or
my friends did during the semester that eased the money worry pain. It is possible on a
student budget! :
1.
Dumpster Diving. I had never before dumpster dived before living in Iceland, and
now I am hooked! Dumpsters round the back of Bonus, Kronan, Netto (supermakets),
10/11 (convenience store), Dunkin’ doughnuts (go after 10 pm and find a whole bag of
beautiful doughnuts!) and Sandholt (bakery) are filled with goodies almost every night.
There is also no need to go late in the night because these places usually close by 6 pm
every night (Icelandic opening hours are extremely short!). Don’t be afraid! The food
may be just out of date or appears blemished but it tastes good and I have not known
anyone to be sick from eating dumpster food. Also the food is kept nice and chilled in
Iceland’s climate.There is a big dumpster diving culture with the exchange students and
there will always be those that know
where to go and you could tag along on
group dumpster missions. I ate better
food when I went dumpster diving
(mangoes, beautiful sour dough bread
and vegetables) because I otherwise
would have not been able to afford
these foods.
2.
Cook Together. Make friends and
have pot luck dinners, this truly is the
best way to get some variety in your
diet, as well as trying new dishes from
around the world. Long winter nights
are best spent this way!
3.
Bonus. This supermarket will
probably be the only place you buy
food (eating out is not really an option
for students). The selection is poor, the
fresh produce isn’t fresh (difficult to
import and grow produce in Iceland),
BUT the prices are cheap for Icelandic
standards. Check out the frozen vegies
and fish. Meat… forget about it. Almost
everyone was forced vegetarian during

4.

5.

6.
7.

their exchange in Iceland due to the insane prices. Make sure to check out the opening
hours before venturing out to a Bonus. On weekdays they are open from just 11 am to
6pm!
Duty-Free. Of all the expensive aspects of life in Iceland, the alcohol prices truly were
the steepest. Supermarkets do not sell alcohol. Vinbudin is the government run alcohol
store. Also check opening hours. In some small towns Vinbudins are only open for 2
hours three times a week! In Reykjavik it is a little better but they close by 6pm on
Saturdays. Plan any drinking activities well ahead. And bring as much alcohol with you
through duty free on your way in.
Cafés. Icelanders love their filter coffee. In most places free refills are provided. It
allows for some long days spent in cosy cafés such as Babalu and Stofan, studying with
a continuous flow of caffeine (perfect when it is dark).
Be prepared. Don’t leave anything you might need to be bought in Iceland. Bring all
the gear and clothing you need because even the op shops are expensive.
Jobs. Many exchange students found enough free time to have one (and even two)
part time jobs in the bars and restaurants in downtown Reykjavik. Often they were paid
cash under the table and did not require a work visa. Getting off work to go on trips also
did not seem to be a problem. Some students have even found summer jobs out in the
countryside for the holidays.
Academics
I was pleasantly surprised to find classes were very interactive and relaxed with plenty
of tea breaks and discussion time. This is something I noticed that really contrasted with
my classes back at Otago, people here were more willing to contribute, possibly due to
the slower rate of the class or the type of students that were in these classes (mainly
masters students). Most exchange students find the course load and difficulty of
assignments to be laughable. For a native English speaker there is also a distinct
advantage. Expect lots of group work, posters and strange elementary-style
assignments. Some of my friends had such little work to do they would never go into uni
(aside from meeting friends for lunch and the gym). Students that came from
universities with challenging work loads would often take extra courses while they were
in Iceland because they were just so easy. Also exams are not emphasised as much as
they are back in Otago.
Picking papers is difficult. The selection of papers offered in English is variable and
sometimes small. It is difficult to know which courses are for which level, and the truth is
it doesn’t matter! I’m an undergrad and ended up taking some masters courses without
any problems. Just make sure all the courses selected add to 30 ECTS.
I personally had a slightly different academic experience compared to most other
exchange students due to a fairly large commitment to the laboratory with the Arctic

Charr (fish related to Salmon) group in order to fulfill the research for the course;
Research Project in Biology for Foreign Students. Initially, I was overwhelmed with the
project and bogged down with reading the background information. However, my
supervisors were incredibly welcoming and approachable. In the lab, I had a steep
learning curve but it was very rewarding. I had opportunities and freedom in the lab that
was unheard of for an undergrad. If you don’t mind working hard while you are on
exchange I would really recommend taking this course. The problem is you need to find
a project independently before you can sign up for the course. I emailed around the
science department frantically and that worked for me! Another course I took was
Conservation Biology. This was a really lovely course with a great lecturer and
interesting content.
A word of warning: DO NOT take the Sustainable Futures Course. It is not worth
anybody’s time.

Transport
Like Dunedin, almost everything in Reykjavik can be reached on foot. However, if you
do want to go further afield bus tickets cost 420 ISK. Make sure you have the correct
amount of cash because bus drivers won’t provide change. Bus routes can be easily
planned using bus.is and there is a handy app which you can buy tickets using credit
cards. Multiple bus passes can be purchased from 10/11 and the other places like the
University book shop (not at the bus terminal -what?).
Keflavik airport is about 45 mins from downtown Reykjavik. Bus services such as
greyline and flybus will get you from the airport directly to your accommodation (at any
hour of the day) for about 2100 ISK. This is good to use when you first arrive. However,
once you are settled in, if you need to the airport there is a public bus route from BSI
(important bus terminal) to Keflavik airport which is a little more affordable.
One of the few affordable things in Iceland is car rentals! Split between a group of
buddies a weekend trip in a rental car is very feasible. City car rentals is a good one for
short term hire, otherwise scope out deals elsewhere. Make sure you have a confident
driver, Iceland’s road can be sketchy when icy and windy and blizzards can pop out of
nowhere. Also make sure the car comes with gravel chip insurance. 4WD is usually
advisable (especially for the Westfjords). DO NOT offroad drive, the fines are whopping.

Trips
The convenient thing about Iceland is that it is small and manageable enough to travel
and thoroughly explore the entire country (with the exception of the central highlands)
during the course of a semester. It really is an exchange student’s dream! Use the
lonely planet guide as a bible! Throughout the semester I managed to sneak out of the
city on trips to beautiful and stunning places in Iceland. If ever there was a distraction to
University work, it’s the wilderness of this country. Within Reykjavik mission out to
Mount Esja (catch bus and hitchhike), Grotta Lighthouse, Perlan, and Videy Island.
Some easy day or long weekend trips include; the Golden Circle, Hverigerdi’s
Rekjadalur (hot river), Akureyri, Snaefellsness Peninsula, The South Coast, and the
Reykjanes Peninsula.

The Westfjords and Eastfjords are also well worth a visit. If you have the means plan a
trip around the ring road (circumnavigates the entire country). At a total of 1,600 km the
distance is very achievable but be sure to detour of the ring road to some really isolated
spots. My flatmate and I took about 2 weeks out to do the ring road. This was a really
good amount of time and we didn’t feel rushed at all. However, some managed to whizz
around in just three days (it’s fair to say they didn’t get out the car much). Do the ring

road in the warmer months if you can.

Activities like hiking and camping (check out the freedom camping laws - it means in the
warmer months you could travel without ever having to pay for accommodation) are
exceptional! But if you have the money whale watching, glacier walks and horse riding
are well worth it.
Iceland is indescribably beautiful, so get out there!

